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Deans, Directors, Department Chairpersons and' _ 
Keith S. Snyder ") ~ ...f 1ft r...I'? Administrative Officers ~ ~" 
Vice Chancellor for Administration I ~.", .(/ I/"~//f. "-.- ---
Transmittal of Revised Manoa Business Instruction M-4527 -
A Statement on Responsibilities of Faculty and Students, 
Including Academic Grievance Procedures for Students, UHM 
The new instruction, referenced above. is being sent to 
you for appropriate attention. 
Please remove and destroy all copies of old Manoa 
Instruction M-4527 and insert this revision in its place. 
Distribution should be made to your deparoments and 
fiscal officers as may be appropriate to the locations of your 
copies of these Manoa Instructions as well as to your internal 
methods of operation. 
Enc. 
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M-4527 A Statement on Responsibilities of Faculty and Students and 
Academic Grievance Procedures for Students, University or--
Hawaii, Marioa Campus, 
These policies and procedures are established by the Chancellor 
of the Manoa Campus with the concurrence of the Faculty Senate, the 
Associated Students, and the Graduate Student Organization to provide 
consistent and equitable treatment for faculty and students of UH-Manoa 
in resolving issues arising from the academic relationship between 
individual faculty and individual students. ,Their applicability is 
limited to those issues directly associated and concomitant with the 
faculty member's responsibilities as a teacher and the student's res-
ponsibilities as a learner. 
Should'a college or school have its own grievance procedures, the 
student nevertheless retains the rights and responsibilities in this 
document, and, if the student is not satisfied after exhausting the 
co:llege or school procedures, he/ ~he retains the right to appeal to 
the Academic Grievance Committee (AGe) of UH-Manoa. 
Definitions 
Student - Any individual enrolled in credit courses at UH-Manoa. 
Undergraduate Student - Any student who has not yet received 
a baccalaureate degree. 
Graduate Student - Any student who has received a baccalaureate 
degree. 
Faculty Member - Any individual engaged in research and/or 
instruction for credit at UH-Manoa. 
Department Chairperson - The individ.ual designated as adminis-
trative head of any department or University unit offering 
instruction for credit. 
Remedy - An action to correct an individual student's situation 
without imposing a sanction on a faculty member. 
Semester - Any scheduled term of instruction including Continuing 
Education and Summer Session. 
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M-4527 A Statement on Responsibilities of Faculty and Students and 
Academic Grievance Procedures for Students, University or--
Hawaii, Manoa Campus. ---_.-
These policies and procedures are established by the Chancellor 
of the Manoa Campus with the concurrence of the Faculty Senate, the 
Associated Students, and t~e Graduate Student Organization to provide 
consistent and equitable treatment for faculty and students of UH-Manoa 
in resolving issues arising from the academic relationship between 
individual faculty and individual students. Their applicability is 
limited to those issues directly associated and concomitant with the 
faculty member's responsibilities as a teacher and the studentts res-
ponsibilities as a learner. 
Should a college or school have its own grievance procedures, the 
student nevertheless retains the rights and responsibilities in this 
document, and, if the student is not satisfied after exhausting the 
college or school procedures, helshe retains the right to appeal to 
the Academic Grievance Committee (AGe) of UH-Manoa. 
Definitions 
Student - Any individual enrolled in credit courses at UH-Manoa. 
Undergraduate Student - Any student who has not yet received 
a baccalaureate degree. 
Graduate Student - Any student who has received a bacca1Llllr~ate 
degree. 
Faculty Member - Any individual engaged in research and/or 
instruction for credit at UH-Manoa. 
Department Chairperson - The individual designated as adminis-
trative head of any department or University unit offering 
instruction for credit. 
Remedy - An action to correct an individual student's situation 
without imposing a sanction on a faculty member. 
Semester - Any scheduled term of instruction including Conctc.uing 
Education and Summer Session. 
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A. To permit students who act in accordance with the responsibi-
lities indicated in Res~onsibilities of Students (Section II) 
to complete any course 1n which they are enrolled. 
B. To ensure that the course offered is in basic accord with 
the latest course description available to students prior 
to registration. 
C. To provide students at the beginning of the semester/session 
with an explanation of the course objectives, general grading 
policy, attendance policy (see II, B), and the manner in 
which the course will be conducted. 
D. To retain student papers, tests, and examinations through 
the ensuing semester unless returned to the students. 
Summer session papers should be retained through the Fall 
semester .. 
E. To provide regular cl~ss instruction as scheduled with 
class meetings beginning and ending at the stated times, 
and to comply with othe~ stipulates of the University 
calendar and examination schedule. 
F. To provide students at appropriate times during the semester 
with fair and objective evaluations of their work and 
progress in the course. This does not apply to courses 
in which no work is presented for evaluation during the 
semester. 
G. To provide students equitable and unbiased treatment. 
H. To allow students to question and discuss the opinions, 
written materials, and other data considered part of the 
course content .. 
I. To maintain rGa~onabl2 office hours during the course of 
the regular sementer mutually convenient to students and 
faculty. 
J. To adhere to the policies of the Faculty Senate as adopted 
in December, 1975, along with any amendments thereto, 
concerning author's recognition of contributions to their 
work by studer~ts and others. 
K. To refrain from any interference with the academic grievance 
procedures, or from any punitive action against a student 
because the student filed a grievance. 
I 
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II. Responsibilities of Students 
The AGC's decision on whether or not to hear a grievance will 
depend in part on the student-grievant having fulfilled the 
following responsibilities: 
A. To exhibit classroom behavior which does not infringe on 
other students' right to learn. 
B. To attend classes and laboratory sessions as required by 
the instructor, recognizing that absences may adversely 
affect the final grade. 
C. To fulfill course assignments and requirements as described 
by the instructor, recognizing that unfulfilled assignments 
and requirements may adversely affect the final grade. 
D. To abide by student and academic regulations as published 
by UH-Manoa. 
E. To follow official procedures in pursuing redress of t:~ 
grievance. 
F. To refrain from frivolous grievances. 
III. Procedures for Resolution of Academic Grievances 
If a student has fulfilled his/her responsibilities and believes 
that a faculty member has failed to meet any of the respon~ibi­
lities stated in Section I of this document, or has acted 
arbitrarily and/or capriciously in' any other area of the academic 
relationship, the student may initiate action to achieve remedy_ 
The action(s) available is outlined below and must be initiated 
no later than the end of the semester following the one in \vhich 
the alleged grievance occurred. Since the AGe will not be 
sitting during Sunnner Sessions, any grievance deriving from 
Spring semester or either Surraner Session will be heard during 
the subsequent Fall semester. 
B. 
Step 1 - The student shall try to resolve the problem ~ith 
the faculty m~mber involved. . 
stea 2 - Failing to resolve the problem at Step 1, the stu ent shall prepare an appeal in writing indicating: 
(1) the facts as the student perceives them, citing sp~cific 
violations where possible; (2) the remedy sought; (3) tl·l:.:' 
faculty memberrs response, if any, to the consultations of 
Step 1. This appeal is presented to the Department Chrd.r-· 
person of the faculty member, with a copy for the facuIty 
member, and must be filed within 14 calendar days of U:H.:: 
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time when the decision reached in Step 1 is made known to the 
student. For the purpose of this Statement, where there 
are no departments, the School or ~lege-Shall be consid-
ered the department, and the Dean of the School or College 
shall assume the responsibilities of a department chair-
person. 
The Chairperson shall meet separately with the student and 
the faculty member, or, if both parties agree, jointly, to 
discuss the grievance. Within 14 calendar days of receipt 
of the written appeal, the Chairperson shall complete any 
consultation and shall notify in writing the student and 
faculty member of his/her conclusion(s) and reconnnendation(s). 
C. Step 3 - Failing to achieve a satisfactory solution at 
Step 2, the student may file an appeal in writing with the 
Chairperson of AGC. Such filing must be done within 14 
calendar days after the student has been notified of the 
conclusion(s) reached and any action(s) taken at Step 2. 
The student shall provide as part of the appeal complete 
copies of all materials associated with Steps 1 and 2 and 
shall notify the Chairperson of AGe of the names of other 
custodians or relevant material which the student does not 
possess. It is the responsibility of the Chairperson of 
AGC to insure that all notifications required under Section 
IV, B, are accomplished. 
IV. The Academic Grievance Committee 
A. and Its Hearin Committee. The AGC shall 
ve ten mem ers: a a~rperson, tree (3) under-
graduate students, three (3) graduate students, and three 
(3) faculty members. For hearings, the Committee shall 
consist of the Chairperson, the three faculty members, and 
the three undergraduate students when the grievant is an 
undergraduate student, or the three graduate students when 
the grievant is a graduate student. 
Five (5) members of the AGC shall constitute a quorum for 
a hearing. 
The Chancellor shall appoint: (1) the Chairperson from 
the faculty, (2) three undergraduate students nominat,ed by 
ASUH, (3) three graduate students nominated by GSa, and 
(4) three faculty nominated by the Faculty Senate, at 
least two of whom shall be members of the graduate faculty. 
The ASUH, GSa, ana the Faculty Senate shall each nominate 
three additional representatives who shall be appointed 
alternates by the Chancellor. 
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All members shall serve for one academic year with terms 
beginning September 1 and ending on May 15. Members may be 
reappointed for additional terms. 
B. Responsibilities and Procedures of AGC 
1. Pre-hearing Procedures 
a. Upon receipt of an appeal the Chairperson of AGe 
shall: 
1) transmit the appeal to AGe for discretionary 
review and recommendation; 
2) notify in writing the grievant, the faculty 
member, and his/her departmental Chairperson 
of its action on the appeal; 
N.B. THE PRESENTATION OF AN APPEAL IS A REQUEST 
BY THE GRIEV~~T FOR A HEARING. HOWEVER, SHOULD 
AGC DECIDE, ON THE BASIS OF ALL MATERIAL BEFORE 
IT, THAT NO REASONABLE CASE EXISTS, IT HAS THE 
RIGHT TO REFUSE THE HEARING REQUEST. COMPLETION 
OF STEPS lAND 2 DOES NOT AUTO~ATICALLY LEAD TO 
A FULL HEARING. 
3) upon acceptance of the appeal convene a hearing 
of the AGe within 14 calendar days; 
4) waive any and all specified time deadlines for 
a specific period when there is evidence that 
a good-faith effort to meet the deadline has 
been made; 
5) determine if any prospective members of the 
hearing committee have a conflict of interest 
in the particular case and, should such deter-
mination be made, exclude them as members for 
the hearing. 
b. Upon scheduling a hearing the Chairperson of AGe 
shall: 
1) give written notice of the hearing, at least 
seven calendar days prior to the hearing, to the 
student, the faculty member, and the appropriate 
departmental Chairpersonj 
2) inform all parties of the date, time, and place 
of the hearing; 
3) distribute to all parties copies of Manoa 
Business Memorandum No. 13, M-4527. 
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2 .. Hear~ng Procedures 
The AGC shall adopt guidelines for the conduct of the 












The student and/or faculty member may have an advisor 
present provided that notice of such intent and the 
name of the advisor are given to the AGC Chairperson 
seven calendar days prior to the hearing. The other 
party to the appeal shall be notified by the Chair-
person of such notice and may, without notice, have 
an advisor present. 
The hearing shall be open unless the student or 
faculty member requests, in writing, a closed hearing. 
This request must be made at least 24 hours prior to 
the hearing. In the event of a closed hearing, the 
Chairperson of AGe shall determine which individuals 
shall be allowed entry, and he/she shall take all 
measure~ necessary to assure security. 
, 
The Chairperson of AGe shall give notice that the 
burden of proof rests upon the grievant. 
The Chairperson of AGC shall be responsible for 
recording the hearing, maintaining order, and shall 
have the authority to rule on poi'nts of order and 
to exclude immaterial and/or unduly repetitious 
evidence. 
The student and faculty member shall be provided the 
opportunity to present evidence and arguments on all 
issues involved. 
Oral and documentary evidence may be introduced. 
The student and faculty member shall have the right 
to qu~stion witnesses and submit rebuttal testimony. 
Neither the student nor the faculty member shall be 
compelled to testify, but should either or both 
choose to do so, they shall be subject to questioning 
on their testimony. 
All members of the hearing committee may question 
witnesses. 
The hearing committee may secure testimony from 
witnesses other than those presented by the student 
or faculty member. The committee may also secure 
documents relevant to the issue which were not 
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introduced at. any previous step. or introduced in 
the hearing by the student or faculty member. 
Confidential documents may be secured only with 
the consent of appropriate parties. 
k~ The hearing will be held as scheduled in the absence 
of the faculty member alleged to have committed 
the grievance, unless. such absence is for good and 
sufficient cause. The decision of AGC as to good 
and sufficient cause is final within the University_ 
1. Should the student grievant not appear except for 
good and sufficient cause. the grievance shall be 
dismissed with prejudice. The decision of AGe as 
to good and sufficient cause is final within the 
University. 
m. The deliberations of the hearing committee after 
receipt of all testimony shall be closed. 
n. After the hearing committee' has made its findings 
and reached a decision, the Chairperson of AGe 
shall inform the student and faculty member of the 
findings and decision, in writing, within seven 
workin9 days. A copy shall be sent to the faculty member s department chairperson. 
3. Records· of the Academic Grievance Hearing 
a. The Chairperson of the AGC shall maintain a log of 
·the hearings. The log shall include a brief notation 
as to the subject matter of the dispute but no 
~ersonally identifiable information. This log shall 
be open to inspection at the Office of the Dean of 
Students of UH-Manoa. 
b. Other records to be maintained by AGC shall include 
but nee.d tlOt be limited to the following and shall 
not be open to inspection except by the interested 
parties: all pleadings, motions and rulings, all 
evidence, including oral testimony, the report of 
AGe, ~nd tape recording of the hearing. This 
material will be filed in the Office of the Dean 
of Students of· UR-Manoa. Copies of any tapes will 
not ue made unless requested and paid for by the 
student and/or faculty member concerned. 
v. Authority of the Academic Grievance Committee 
A. The findings and decisions of the AGe shall be final within 
UH-Manoa. 
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B. The AGe shall have the authority to direct the execution of 
remedies. 
VI. Reports of the Academic Grievance Committee 
The Chairperson of the AGe shall submit a report of 'the activities 
of the AGC, in summary form, by May 1 each year to the Chancellor, 
the Chairperson of th.e Faculty Senate, and to the Presidents of 
ASUH and GSO. 
VII. Redress Beyond the Universfty 
Nothing in this Statement on Responsibilities of Faculty an~ 
Students and Academic Grievance rocedures for Students, 
university of Hawaii, Manoa Campus, shall preclude either the 
student or tne faculty member from seeking redress through a 
court of competent jurisdiction after exhausting the above 
procedures. 
VIII. Severability 
If any provision of this Statement on Responsibilities of Faculty 
and Students' and Aqademic Grievance for Students, University of 
of Rawal!, Manoa Campus, is held to be unconstitutional, the'---
remaining provisions, wherever possible, shall be severable 
therefrom. 
1 
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~CHno' ,... University of Ha\vaii at Manoa"':·'··:~r·T-\r ~!=~~~'(It 
Office of tbe Chancellor AUG I ~ 8 
Hawaii Hall 103 • 2500 Cumpu!i Road 39 AN '8~ 
MEMORANDUM October 27, 1983 
TO: Deans, Directors and Department Chairmen 
University of Hawaii at Manoa 
SUBJECT: Student Conduct Code 
Transmitted herewith is a new, system-
wide student conduct code. 
Note the caveat in Vice President Simone's 
covering memorandum with regard to the possible 
imposition of more stringent standards of conduct 
by certain programs whenever appropriate. 
This new code will take effect with the 
beginning of the Spring semester. 
Attach. 
bts 
~()A\) ~ • ~. 0\4.t 
Marvin J. Anderson 
Chancellor 
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To: Olancellors 
Fran: Albert J. Silrone ~ 
SUbject: University of Hawaii Student Conduct Code 
'. : (.! 
_ • iI' ~I 
i 
Student discipline problems are only a sporadic feature of campus 
life yet their occurrence typically consumes an inordinate amount of time 
and energy on the part of campus administrators. The troublesome nature of 
student conduct violations is in part attr ibutable to a lack of precision 
and clarity with respect xo the definition of conduct infractions, the role 
of key campus administrators, and the nature of the hearing procedures 
themselves. 
OVer the IBst decade, a variety of court decisions and legal 
oplnlons have helped to define requirenents for the administration of 
disciplinary codes by edut;ational institutions. Courts have rul~ that 
colleges and universities must provide due process protections and hearings 
to students charged with serious disciplinary infractions. Additionally, 
the State Attorney General's Office has advised the Universi~ that·campus 
disciplinary procedures J1I.lSt comport with the requirsnents for admini-
strative hearings as set forth under the State of Hawaii Administrative 
Procedur es Act (APA). 
'lbe developnent of student conduct codes was authorized by the 
Board of Regents in their ·Statenent' on Rights and Responsibilities of the 
University of Hawaii camnlDlityn adopted on Jtme 4, 1971. In a 5uOCf?qUent 
action on May 5, 1979, the Board delegated to the President the authority to 
approve student conduct codes developed by Uni versi ty canp.lSes. As campuses 
submitted conduct codes for approval, it became apparent that not only wa$ 
there a lack of consistency in the definitions of prohibited behavior but 
campus hearing procedures often did not comport with ~A requirenents. 
Given the fact that all University campuses could be expected to proscribe 
simdlar behavior and that disciplina~ procedures were required to crnnport 
with APA requirements it was decided that this office would assume the lead 
role in developing a systemwic]e student conduct code. · 
24014 Do:e St.n.-el· Honolulu. lIawau 90822 
AD Equal OpPOl1.UDlll Empl01eT 
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'.the resulting student conduct code was ~veloped after extertsive 
consultation with the Attorney General t s Office and campus aaninistrators. 
hldj tjonally, student governance organizations and faculty have been 
afforded the opportunity to con~t on earlier drafts. As you will r~411, 
the University Mninistrative Council approv(~ tIle final form of this code 
at its meeting of August 12, 1983. Consequently, in acr..ordance wi th the 
President's author i ty in this matter, this code is no..' approved for use on 
all campuses of the University. 
I would like to remind you that this new code recognizes the fact 
that certain academic and professional prograJrs require students to abide OJ 
more stringent conduct requirements that may include a student's off-campus 
behavior. SUch requirements reflect professional standards which are lIDder-
stood to be an integral tart of the student's course of study. Violations 
of these standards may be viewed as an academic matter, subj ect to the 
author i ty of the program faculty, rather than a conduct matter l.lJ"lL1er tilis 
code. students alleged to have violated such standards must be afforded a 
hearing process that is consistent with the procedural requir~ents 
contained in this code. N:> program may require students to abide by 
standards of conduct not otherwise specified in this code without the 
approval of the Clancellor. In addition, the O1ancello! JIllSt approve any 
hearing procedure developed to adjudicate such cases. 
Will you please see to it. that the code for each campus under your 
jurisdiction is made available to all approriate offices charged with admi-
nistering student disCiplinary procedures or providing complete infodmation 
about than. '!he Director of Student Services is the key administrator on 
each campus with the resp:>nsibility for' handl ing student conduct matters. 
Attenpts should also be made to inform .faculty menbers al:x>ut those 
provisions of the code that deal with academic dishonesty. In addition, 
general statements about student conduct violations that normally appear in 
catalogs and other printed media should be reviewed for confornance with 
this code. . 
Fach canpus may decide the precise da te uJ.X>n which the new code 
shall be utilized but in no case shall its inplementation be any later than 
the 1984 spr i.ng semester. cbv iously, the new code should not be used in the 
adjudication of ongoing conduct cases which. were initiatea puIsuant to 
existing conduct codes. 
To assist campuses in inplementing the new code this office, in 
conjunction with the Attorney General's Office, will oonduct a workshop for 
all Directors of Student services in the next few weeks. Details of this 
meeting will be forthcoming as soon as the necessaI}' arrangements are 
carpleted. 
In the interim, if you should have any questions, please do not 
hesi tate to contact David Robb at 948-6415. 
oc: President Matsuda 
Vice President fusumoto 
J 
'j 
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'lbe p.1IpOse of the University of Hawaii is to p.u:sue knowledge through 
teaching, learnincj and researdl in an abno5Plere of x:nysical and 
intellectual fleed:lm. In order to fulflll this pullX)se, nanbers of the 
academic exmnunity Q'l all campuses engage in. teaching, learning I researciJ 
and service and assist CIle another in the creation and maintenance of an 
enviromnent that StJRlOrts these activities. . 
Msnbers of the academic c:xmnunity may not violate the rights of one 
another nor disrupt the basic activities of the University. Students who 
are disruptive are subj~ to a variety of academically related penalties 
that may include r~rimand and probation, restitution, suspension for a 
definite period of time, or expulsion. " 
Msnbers of the academic a.mmuni.ty have, the same privileges and 
respo~ilities with respect to the law as Cb members of 'our SOCiety. In 
aCdition, they JIIlSt also acI1ere to the University's sp!Cial interests that 
are, reflected in. its pllicies and regulations and are addressed herein. 
'!hese special iriterests are enbodied in the unique I=Urp:lse of . the 
University, and are' essential for its inati tut ional well-being and 
day-to-day functioning. 
'lherefore, , in acmrdance with 'the'~ "Statanent .. on 'Rights and 
Responsibilities of the University of Bafaii Ccmramitya ampted by the 
Board of Regents on June 4, 1971 ~ the followiBj student oonduct code and 
hearil¥j procedures are ampted by University of Hawaii at Manoa. . 
; II. CHIm"IlIl§ OF IMpfjRMTSRIBTli BmAVICR ' 
'!he following categories and specific examples of. jmpeImissible 
behavior are subj ect to diSCiplinary sanctions because they conflict wi til 
the ftmdament:al ptlrp)ses and special interests of the University and its 
constituent camp.u;es. While these iJrpemissible behaviors are described as 
. clearly as pOssible it shopld.be recognized that any detemdnation as to,' , 
whether a given act mn.st:i tutes a violation of the tim versit:y I s special. 
interests will ,necessarily iJr,,"olve the institution applying sane degree of 
jud;ment to the facts and circumstances as they are presented. 
A student may not behave towards, another member of the University 
CXIIIIU'l1ty even in the name of conviction or under a claim of . academic 
freecZ:m, in a manner that denies or: interferes with, another manber's 
expression of mnvictioDr academic freeaan, ~r 'performance of 
legitimate'duties or functions. 
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FreeOOrn of Si~(?Ch and the right to ~aC{~ful GBr.lornbly ace 
p:>saible cnIy in an orderly environment in whim indivil."iuils are 
not endangered ~ force or viol~lCe and are free fram coercion 
and interference. Consequently, in the c~se of ~8';1Onf,tr at_ions, 
behavioral re:,-trictions are considered necessary to preserve roth 
the orderly functioning of the camPlB and tile right of freecbn of 
~ech. 
1. Dg:nn.atJ:atjQ;"lS which rely on coarcion...snd ac1,,~e the use 
Of force 
Demonstrations whim ooerce individuals, present a hazard to 
the safety of any F-:~'rson, or thrr-:aten the destrpction of 
property are not paonittcd. Similarly, autllorized speakers 
and approved p.lblic &snonstrations may rot be disr~ed ~ 
hostile audiences or speakers. 
2. Interfersnce with canplS aperations 
Conduct which disrupts the holding of classes, the carryirJ.;l 
out of university weiness, the holding of camp.lS events, or 
any other normal functioning of the University including the 
discharge of responsiblli~ ~ aqy university officer, 
enployee or student is not p:rmitted. Demcnstrators may not 
Ptysically cbstruct access to University facilities nor may 
they engage in obstructive noise. 
3 • NoD=QJrQ1iange with CfflJU.lS behavioral restrjctions em. 
deugyd: rat icms 
Persons engaging in disruptive behavior or in demonstr ationa 
which CDeroe individJals or advocate the use of force will 
be requested to a!ase t:¥ Uni versi ty authorities. In the 
event the alleged disrup:ive behavior or dsnmstration mee 
not end. within a reasonable length of time, tElllIXlrary 
sanctions, as described in this code may be i.np:>eed by the 
Olancellor· or hisjher designee. If the use of discussim 
methoCE of tanp:>rary sanctions are not effective in endinJ 
the disrup:ion or demonstration, or when alleged violators 
are not nsnbers of the University OOJmU'lity; or when the 
gravity of the situation requires it, the Chancellor or 
his/her designee may resort to calling in law-enforcsnent 
authori ties. . 
CateQory 2 - Interference with· Uniyersity Proqeaeea 
:IJ'lp!I1Ilissible behavior, as described in this category, includes 
that Ylidl directly or indirectly interferes with or disrup:s the 
processes of teachirJ.;l, learning, researdl and atininistration or those 
processes or mndi.tions furtherirJ.;l or facllitati"l these activities. 
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A. h] Be ar Frc:udnlent Infomati on 
1. Furnishing false information or acadanic credentials with F 
the intent to deceive or mislead when applying for adniseion 
to any campus of the University or for any of its progrc.rns 
and services. 
2. Forging, altering, misrepresenting or miBllBilXJ any 
University or campus document, reoord, or identification. 
3. Failing to provide required and legally apprq>riate 
infonmation to Universi~ officials. 
4. Misrepresenting facts in oonnection wi til arr:l request for art:! 
Dni verst ty programs or services or for an exception to any 
official campus policy oc regulation. 
s. Assisting ~. in the a:mnission of any acts in this 
section. 
B. Persgnal Mieoondpct; 
1. Harassing, Ptysically threatening or IiIYsical1y atusing any 
person on arrJ campus of the University or at any University 
sponsored function or event or ex>riducting ooeself in ~ 
manner endangering any person I s heal til or safety. 
20 '!heft of or willful damage to any property of the om versi ty 
or of any parson em the campus. 
3. '!he unauthorized occupation, use of, or entry into art:I 
University facility, including both i.rlOOcx and ootcbor 
facilities. 
4. Possessing, producing, IlBnufacturilVJ or having manufactured 
any key or tmlocking device for use on University facilities 
or locks, without prq:er authorizatioo. 
5. Use or ];X)B8ession on campus or at camp.lS events of bants, 
explosi ves, incendiary devices, or fireworks. 
6. Settil¥j any fire on University pcoperty. 
7. 'l\1ming in 8 false lxIDb alam or fire alam or misusing fire 
.safety equipnent. 
8. Possessing or selling lethal weapons, including I:ut not 
limited to firearms, amunition, and spearguns, on 
Un! versity owned or CXlntrolled property except .as expressly 
authorized k!i written permission. 
1 
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9. Int.Mtiorally OOstructing or ~layin9 a ?Jlice officar, fire 
fig.1;ter, B?curity offi:-..~r, or tt:.:'.-:;::--!ty O:fi-::i.".l in tbe 
perfomance of his/her drt:y. 
10. Being CX)ntc.~uous or disorderly at My hr.:.aring of a C~?.11 
judicial or review bj3rd. 
c. theft or tlltUlltioo of np ... t~.1J;y P:rQ.;;r~~ 
1. Possessing or having under ooe's cx>ntrol any naterials or 
prcperty belonging' to the University without proper 
authorization. 
2. MUtilating or vandalizing University pcoperty. 
D. Disruption 
1. Creating noj se or other d.is:·urh~!~','·~ on c:.:np:J.9 or in s::ud:~~t 
life areas including rut not litrdted to Cr4'Ul.Al8 C .. ::nter 
Buildings sufficient to di8r~ the normal functioning of 
~ activities including classroan instruction. 
E. Nlwe of O;mtt:Ql1ea SUbst:anc5 
1. Intoxicants: The purchase, p:')S$:ssion or (x)NUi~ion of 
alooholic beverages is regulated by state !at. Students are 
expected to know and abide ty state law and l¥ On! vers1 ty 
rules and regulations governing the use and a>nquxr¢ion of 
alooholic beverages on ~. students are referred to 
Board of Regents :fOlicy and guidelines regul.atina the 
use and oonsunption of alooholic beverages on campus. 
2. Drugs I students are not J;ermitted to be under the influence 
of, ~ssess, mmufacture, distritute, or sell illicit drugs, 
as ~cilibited ~ state law, at University sponsored or: 
awrOYed events, em University prcperty oc in wildings UDed 
by the University for its eduo1iltional Q[ recreational 
progrllllS. University knowledge of ~ssession or use ~ 
. illegal drugs 00 campus may subj act the students invol ved to 
investigation. 
P. Violation of Residenc;e Hall Begu ] ations 
Violation of residence hall regulaticns, ,.nere the violation 
also i.nvolves sane aspect of this disciplinary rode, Jray Stt>ject 
the student to disciplinary procedtres under this code. 
A student's off-campus behavior DUSt cnnply with aw1icable 
federal and state laws. Off-campJ8 behwior mall rot be subj act 
to the University's disciplinary {X"ocedures unless such behavior 
indicates that the student represents a danger to the health or 
safety of members of the Un! vera! ty oomrra.ni ty • 
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In addition, off-campus behavior that is violative of 
professional standards of oonduct which are an integral. p:1rt of a 
IXofessional discipline may be Stt>ject to formal bt:aring 
p:ocedures and sanctionso Academic or professionU prograns that 
require students to abide by sudl professional Btandarci; mall 
secure the erd:>rssnent of the Bppr~riate C1ance1lor and shall 
clearly set forth this requirement to all affected students. 
Off-campus behavior dlarged as violative of· sudl standards mall 
be adjudged pursuant to hearing procedures to be eatabliEhed l:!i 
the ptogran and approved by the appropriate Olancellor. '!he 
hearing process afforded arrj student so dlarged rust be 
consistent with the procedural requiranents provided herein. 
H. kAdfflnic Dishonesty 
Because the Universi~ 
professional standards, its teaming, research and servi~ 
pupoees are seriously disrupted and subverted l:¥ academic 
di mone sty 0 Sudl dishonesty includes cheating and plagiarisn as 
defined belCXrlo Ignorance of these definitions will oot provide 
an excuse for acts of academic dishoneSty. 
1. Cheating includes but is not limited to giving or receiving 
unauthorized assistance during an examinationl obtaining 
unauthorized infoonation about an examination before it is 
givenl using inappropriate or unallowable SCXlroes of 
information during an examination; falsifying data in 
experiments and other researcil; alteriB] the record of arr:/ 
grade; . altering answers after an examination has been 
slbnitted; falsifying any official University record; or 
misrepresenting the facts in order to cbtain exaniXions fran 
cc;urse requiranents 0 
2. Plagiarian includes rut is not limited to sutmitting, in 
fulfillment of ~ academic requiranent, any d:>cument that 
has been oopied in Wiole or in plrt fran another 
indivicllalls work without attriruting that lx>rrowed portion 
to the individual, neglecting to identify as a gootation 
another 18 idea and ptrtiallar Ihrasing that was not 
assimilated into the student I S language and style or 
par8lilrasing a plssage so that the reader is misled as to 
the BOOree, slDnitting the same written or oral material in 
IOOre than one (Durse without obtaining authorization fran 
the instructors invol ved, or drylabbing, which includes 
obtainiD1 and. using experimental data and laboratory 
write-ups from other sections of the CDUr8e or fran previous 
terms, or' fabricating data to fit the desired or expected 
results. 
3. In cases of suspected or aCbitted academic dishonesty, the 
instructor dlall attsnpt . to discuss the matter with the 
student. If appropriate, the instructor may bring it to the 
attention of the deparbnental dud rperson and the student IS 
J 
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advisor. Ad:lltionally, an in.ot:ructor ITay refer B"udl a;.3e ci. 
acadsnic dishonesty to the Director of Student Services foc 
action under this code. In c.;,F2S where the student adnit:& 
that an act of academic diBhofesty \.e.s co.wJ.tted, the 
instructor nay, witldn the oontext of the oourE'.e IfX!Uire the 
stud:nt to re-eX> the assignment, give the student a faiI!D':) 
or redJced grade for the assj~ient, or give a failirsg or 
redlced grade for the CX)urse. If the student oontests his 
or her liability, the instructor may not take action against 
the student I:ut rrust refer the case to the Director of 
Student Servi~s for hearing and disp:>sition under this 
rode. '!he Director of student Services may pursue sllCb 
matters as disciplinary actions under this code if after a 
preliminary investigation, it is his/her ooteonination that 
probable cause exists to establish that acts of acaa-&nic 
dishon-=~ty took place. 
I. violation of other Existing Univ?tsity Regulations 
Violations of other existing University regulations or 
1X)1icies may subj ect the affected student to disciplinary acti ons 
under this code. '!be decision as to whether such action will be 
initiated will be macE t¥ the Director of Student Services after 
a preliminary .investigation and after a determination as to 
whether probable cause exists to establiEtl that there was a 
r~ted or serious violation of University regulations or 
policies. 
III. SAOCTICt§ 
Q1e or mre of the following sanctions may be J.nix>sed as hereinafter 
provided whenever a student is found to have violated arrt of the rules 
oontained in this code: 
A. It1rni~ 
Written or verbal notice to the student that oontinuation or 
repetition of specified oonduct may be cause for other 
disciplinary action. 1bis sanction may be ilrrp)sed t¥ the 
Oumcellor after a Conduct Canmittee heari~ or it Tray be J.nix>aed 
by the Director of Student Services as Plrt of the adninistrative 
di8p)sition of any case. 
B. PtnMtim 
A wri tten notice placing the student on disciplinary 
probation for a specified period of time. 'lhe tenns of the 
probation will be &cided in each case. '!his sanction may be 
iqx>sed by the Olancellor after a Conduct Canm.i ttee hearing or it 
nay be J.nix>sed by the Director of Student Services as p:lrt of the 
achinistrative diS{X>sition of any case. If a student, while em 
disciplinary Irobation and after a hearing, is found guilty of 
further violating this code, the student will be subject to 
further disciplinary action. 




Reirnb.lrsement for damage to or misappropriation of prop?rty 
whidl may take the form of direct financial cunpensation, of 
service, or other forms of indirect oompensation. '!his sanction 
rray only be inp:>sed by the Olancellor after a Corrluct Canmittee 
hearing. 
D. Tfmg)rAty SU§p8Mion 
In an anergency, the ~lor is authorized to suspend a 
student prior to a hearing, prpvided that a hearlr¥J pursuant to 
these rules is oonducted within a reasonable period thereafter. 
An anergency will include such situations as when the student 
p:>&es a danger of inflicting bodily harm on himself or others I of 
inflicting serious enotional distress on others, or creating a 
sUbstantial disruption of normal campus activities including 
classroan instr uct.ion 0 
E. Bl1gnsion 
Exclusion fram classes and fran other FCivileges or 
activities or from the campus itself, for a ~ified pericx:l of 
time. '!his sanction may only be iqx:>sed by the Olancellor after 
a Conduct Camni ttee hearing g 
F. _118ioo 
Teanination of student status for an indefinite period. 
'Ibis sanction may only be inlx>sed t¥ the Olancellor after a 
Corduct Q:rnmittee hearing 0 Conditions for readmission, if any, 
shall be stated in the notice of expulsion. '!be Director of 
Student Services will deteDnine if the oondi tions for readnission 
have been met 0 
G. Bpegi8§ion of GradM or Deeree 
'lhe cancellation of grades or the revocation of an awarded 
degree as the result of academic dishonesty or the discovery of a 
material misrepresentation relating to the cnnpletion of cx>urse 
or degree requirementso This sanction may only be inp:>aed by the 
Olancellor after a Conduct camu.ttee hearing. 
'Dle following pr:ocedures are designed to afford certain procedural 
lE"otectiona to any student: alleged to have committed an infraction of the 
student mnciJct mile warranting disciplinary action. '!be procedures 
described herein shall not. affect other non-disciplinary student matters. 
For the purposes of these procedures, the term Director of Student 
Services shall mean the Director or the Director I S tEsignated 
representative. 






In an anergency, the C1ancellor is author izec1 to BUS~nd a 
student IXior to a hearingl provided that a hearing pursuant to 
these rules is oonductcd within a r(.~sonable period L'1ereafter. 
An anergE:;-q will include s~ch s.itt~tions as " .. hen the stud2nt 
p:>ses a darlger of inflicting tx1dily harm on himself or ot.hers, of 
inflicting serious anotional distress on others, or creating a 
substantial disruption of normal campus activities including 
classroan instruction. If, after a Conduct Ccmmittee hearing, it 
is detecnined that the student did not violate this Conduct COOe, 
oonsideration will be granted so that the student may be a1l~ed 
to make up aIrj lTLissed aca&-!nic work. 
B. Pre-DiBciplioary Bearing Stage 
1. E~.!.t.i.n~L.Qf .. ,J.nfJ:1:\~1.a 
Infractions of this student Conduct Code mould be retOrted 
to the Director of Student Services. Reports of infractic..'>OS 
must be subnitted in writing and signed by the canplainant. 
No natter except tanfX)r ary suspensions in a-nergeI1C¥ 
situations will proceed wi t.hOllt sum written rep:>rts. 
2 P ,~-~-- . t' . .re+LWlUQry lOves 19atlOD 
tJp:>n receiving a written report that a student has allegedly 
oomnitted a violation of tile Student Cbnduct Code, the 
Director of Student Services silall IX"anptly initiate an 
investigation. Within five school days of receiving a 
written rep>rt, the Director of student Services shall 
cnntac:.t the student or group named in the cxxnplaint, and 
request that they appear before the Director to discuss the 
alleged misoonduct and p:>ssible charges. '!be student ei10uld 
be infonned that he or she is under no obligation at any 
time to adnit that the complaint is true or to rrake arrJ 
other statanent to any msnber of the University corrmunity, 
including the Director of student Services, relevant to the 
a:rnplaint. '!be Director 3lould not pranise that arrt 
statsnent made t¥ the student will be held in ronf idence. 
D. Initiation of 'Charges and Their DiapDsitiOO 
If the Director of Student Services deteonines that there is 
reasonable cause to believe that the student or students 
amnitted the violation and in his or her judcpent the initiation 
of formal disciplinary procedures is appropriate, the accused 
student or group will be notified by the Director of student 
Services that they have been accused of violating this student 
l:onduct Code. Olarges may be diBlX>sed of in the following ways: 




1. ~Btratiye diapositian 
'Ibe Director of Student Services, after investigating the J 
charges shall have tile authority, ~en accepted Uy the 
student in writing, to settle matters in lieu of proceeding 
with a formal disciplinary hearing. In this instance, the 
Director of Student Services may inp:>se only the smctions 
of warning or probation. A student Etlall have five school 
days within which to accept or reject in writing any 
proposed administrative disp:>sition. Where the settlanent 
proposed ty the Director of Student Services is rejected I:¥ 
the student in writing, the Director may request a hearing 
before the canmittee. If a student fails to make arr:/ 
response in writing to a proposed acininistrative diStx>sition 
within five school days, it will be assumed that the student 
has rej ected the prOfOsed administr ati ve di sposi tion and the 
Director of student Services may refer the case to the 
Student Conduct canmittee. 
2. student conduct committee diapoaition 
Failing to secure an administrative di~sition of any 
alleged violation of this Code, the Director of Student 
Services may refer the case to the Student Conduct Camni ttee 
for a hearing 0 '!be Director of Student Services may also 
refer cases to the student Conduct Canmittee without first 
offering an administrative di SJ:'X>siti on. Moreover, any 
violation of this code that may result in the i.nq::osition of 
the sanction of restitution, suspension, expulSion, or 
rescission of qrades or degree, nust be heard bY the Student 
Conduct Committee. 
a. Student Cbnduct Committee hearings will usually not be 
available during the last two weeks of each semester 
(study period and finals week) nor during the slJI1IIer. 
During these periods, a hearing before an adninistrator 
may be mnducted for students accused of violating the 
oonduct CX>de or special. ~ttee hearings may be 
arranged a • 
E. St,"""t Conduct C'qmdttee 
'!here shall be a Student Conduct Canmittee. It shall have 
jurisdiction and authority to determine cause and recalulend 
sanctions for all cases referred to it ~ the Director of Student 
Services irwolving behavior which is alleged to be violative of 
this student Conduct Code. 
1. '!be Student CDnduct Cammittee Eilall oonsist of six voting 
mmbers and shall be oonstituted as follows: 
a. Two Wldergraduate students and one graduate student. 
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b. '!\.ro faculty rrerbers. 
c. cne staff rrertber fran the Offi~ of ~tudent Affai rs. 
2. '!be Chancellor slall select a dlairper ~j()n, who Sh.lll be a 
non-voting rranber of the Calum ttee cxceiX: in the c~~se of a 
tie vote. Ad:ll.tionally, a tape recorder shall be j:-c~Je 
available t;.o the cormdttee l¥ the Director of Student 
Services. 
3. Four rranbers of the StudP-Ot COnduct Cammdttee Shall 
constitute a quorum. 
4. If Brr:i member of the Comdttee feels that his or her 
relationship with either the case or the individlals 
involv€:.~ woo..ld affect his/her ability to render an iril[.6rtial 
ju~t, the oonmittee manber mall cliEqUalify hiIrv'herself. 
'Ibis <bes not relieve the student Conduct camn.ittee of. 
maintaining . a qubrun, thus, it nay be necessary to 
supplanent the membership of the cormdttee. 
F. Disciplinary Hearing Stage 
1. Notice 
A student Ehall be given written ootice of a hearing by 
registered or certified mail with return recei~ rE:qUested, 
at least fifteen calerrlar days IX lor to the date of the 
hearing. If service by registered or certified mail is not 
made because of the refusal to accept service or if the 
Director of Student Services has been unable to ascertain 
the address of the student after reesoreble and diligent 
efforts, a hearing notice may be given to the student by 
publication at least ooce in each of two successive weeks in 
a nE!Wsplper of general. ci rculation. Publi&~ed notices mall 
include the dat6, time, place and nature of the hearing and 
shall invite the student to oontact the Director of Student 
Services regarding the charges and other relevant issues and 
facts. '!he last sucll published notice shall appear at least 
fifteen calendar &ys prior to the date of the hearing. 
a. Except in the case of ptblished notices, the notice of 
a hearing shall include a statenent of the following: 
1) '!be date, time, place and nature of the hearing. 
2) '!be canmittee under which the hearing is to be 
held. 
3) '!be IBrticular sections of this Student Cbnduct 
COde involved. 
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4) An explicit etatE!t!ent in plain language of the 
issues invol ved and the facts alleged in supp:>rt 
of the charges, provided that if the Canmi ttee is 
unable to present such issues and facts in detail ~ ~l 
at the time the notice is served, initial notice 
may be limited to a statE5Iler;~ of the issues 
involved with nore detailed statenents to be 
provided at a later date rut prior to the hearing. 
5) The fact that the student is entitled to retain 
counsel or an advisor, at his or her expense, or 
tllat the student may app=ar 00 his or her o.m 
behalf, at aIr:! rreeti~ or hearing relevant to the 
cxmplaint. 
6) That· the student has the right to inspect, before 
any hearing, any affidavits or exhibi ts to be 
introduced at the hearing. 
Hearings held pursuant to this rode shall be oonducted in 
sudl a manner as to assure a:;{Uity for all p:lrties. Having 
deteImined through a preliminary investigation that tpere is 
reasonable cause to believe that the student has conunitted a 
violation of this Student Conduct Code, the Director of 
Student Services or his/her representative shall present the 
case against the student. 
a. 'lhe student and his/her CDUllsel and the Director of 
Student Services or his/her re.presentati ve shall be 
afforded the qp>rtunity to present evidence and 
argument on all issues involved. 
b. Arrj procedure in a disciplinary hearing may be IOOdified 
or waived l:¥ nutual agreenent between the student and 
the Director or hie/her representati ve subj ect to the 
apJ;EO'Ial of the canmittee. 
c. '!be following p:-ocess dlall apply in all hearings 
before the Student Conduct Canmi ttee: 
1) Unless othel'Wise determined by the Student Conduct 
Ccmnittee, testiDony mall be sutmi.tted in the 
follCMing order: testiJOOny slDnitted in support 
of the dlargea, testiJOOny sd:mitted I:¥ the 
acamed, reruttal testinony in support of the 
dlarges, rebJttal. testinony slDni tted I:!i the 
accused, and closing arguments. 
2) Arr:i oral or docunentary evidence may be presented, 
rut the oomm:Lttee dlall exclude irrelevant, 
imnaterial or repetitious evidence. 'Dle conunittee 
shall moor the rules of privilege recognized by 
law. 
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3) I:bcumentary eviOence may be r~r(":':-;cnted in t.he form 
of oopies or ex~erpts, if the vriginal is not 
readily wail able, provided tilat the stuaent and 
the Director or his/her representative nay com;are 
the oop./ with the original. 
4) No testirrony shall be received l:¥ the O:mmi.ttee 
when the- OfP:>sing party has not lJeen afforded the 
right of oonfrontation and a reasonable 
ow>rtunity for cross-examination. 
5) Manbers of the Caronittee are enti tIed to ask 
questions of any p3.rticipmt in the hearing. 1he 
student or the student's ootmsel, and tile Di rector 
or I his/her representative are entitled to ask 
questions· of tile Canmi ttee. 
6) The Uni versi ty &'1 all rave the wrden of proof, 
including the rurden of producing eviderx:e as well 
as the rurden of argument. Proof of guil t mall 
be established when oonfinned by a prep:>riJerance 
of the evidence. 
d. Both the student ?.nd the Director or his/her 
representati ve are ~..>:~cted to be IX'esent at the 
hearing. If the student is not present at· the. hearing, 
the commi ttee will proceed to oonduct the hearing if 
its nenbers are satisfied that the student has been 
given notice of the hearing as proviced for in this 
code. In the atsence of the student, the OJrnmittee 
will hear the evidence, oonsider the facts and render a 
judjment. 
e. All hearings will be closed unless the student requests 
that the hearings be open. 
f. In hearings invol virag rore than one student in which 
one or JU)re of them mall request a separate hearing, a 
severance shall be allowed upon request. 
9. '!he oommittee may aool*- any further rules or· make any 
further re<plations necessary for a fair and i.lrpirtial 
heari~ that are not inconsistent with the provisions 
of this rode. 
3. Reg)rds 
For the pu:pose of determining oommi ttee findings and 
rec:xmnendations, a reoord of all hearings dlall be 
maintained. 
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a. '!he rea>rd shall include the fol1owifX3: 
1) All pleadings, notions and intermediate rulil1']s; 
2) All evidence recei ved or oonsidered, incl uding 
oral testim::>ny, exhibits, and a statement of all 
matters officially noticed; 
3) Offers of proof and rulings thereon1 
4) Proposed findings and exceptions; and 
5) The report of the camdttee chairperson. 
b. 'lbe <l:mnittee may p:eeerve a record of its hearings 
through taped reoordings. 
c. It shall not be necessary to transcribe any taped 
record Lnless requested for puqx:>ses of rehearing or 
judicial review. ~e oost of such transcription mall 
be plid I¥ the IBrty requesting or appealiD3 to a 
court. 
4. Qmnittee £1001008 and reconxoondatioos 
. After hearing a case, the Committee' will decide if the 
University has reasonable cause to take disciplinary action 
against the student. No matters outside the record shall be 
ronsidered t¥ the CClranittee in making its determination. 
Accordingly, tile Cmanittee may decide as follCMS: 
a. No cause for disciplinary action: No violation of this 
oondlct code has been proven. In this case no sanction 
may be taken against the student. 
b. Cause for disciplinary action: A violation of the 
conduct code has been proven. In this case the oonduct 
ccmnittee may recommend one or JIl)re of the sanctions 
prO'lided for in this mde including: warning, 
probation, - rest! tution, suspension, expulsion, and 
rescission of grades or degree. 
Within ten school days after the hearing, the CClranittee 
shall tranauit their findings, decision as to cause and 
reoanmendations in writing to the Olancellor. 
S:ilIIll taneously, a certified copy of the canmi ttee I s 
findings, and decision as to cause and recamnendations shall 
be delivered or posted by registered or certified mail with 
return receip: requested to the student • s last known 
address. 
a. '!be Committee's decision as to cause shall be in 
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b. If the studP.nt has filed prcrcn~d finClings of f~ct, ~~e 
Caamittee shall rule on each pro?:JE~·d finding in its 
final decision as to cause. 
G. Be.view bY. .the ~llQr 
No Canmittee ootermination adverse to a stuCbnt guul be 
finalized ~ the Olancellor tmtil the stu~t has been affor~ 
an oPJ;Ortmity to re;IUest that the a-~ce1lor review the 
canmi.ttee· s findings, decision as to cause, and reconmendations. 
1. 'Ibis review Cbes not enti tIe the student to a full rehearing 
of his/her case. Such review Ehall be requested in writil'l3. 
2. '!be student mall have five school days after the receipt of 
the Canmittee's findings, decision as to cause elld 
recanrrendations to request in writing a review by the 
Olancellor. The request should re sent by registered mail 
to the Office of the Olancellor. 
3. '!he revietl by the Chancellor l.Ip)n request, except in cases 
of newly discovered evidence, shall be oonfined to the 
record. 
4. uPon request, the Olancellor Slall limit the review of the 
Camdttee's findings, decision as to cause and 
recanrrendations to the follOfliBJ four issues: 
a. Did the Camtittee foll~ the procedures oontained in 
this oode? 
b. Was the Camtittee hearing conducted in sum a w~ as to 
provide the student an ad:Iuate DpIX)rtlU'lity to present 
his or her defense? 
c. Did the evidence presented at the hearing satisfy the 
requisite wrden of proof? 
d. Is the sanction reasonable in relation to the gravity 
of the violation? 
H. Final Decision and Orders bY the Olancellor 
Within thirty calendar days fran the receip; of the 
Ccmnittee's findings, decision as to cause, and recamrendations, 
the Chancellor shall notify, by certified or registered mail with 
return receipt requested, the student or the student's attorney· 
of record of his/her decision regarding the sanction to be taken 
and artJ 8COOJ1'If8l'lYing orders. '!be decision of the Olancellor 
shall be final within the University. 
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v. AIIDDRrI'X OF THE qwp;r J OR 
'!he Olancellor may take awropriate action with respect to situations · 
and devel.opuenLB not SfeCifically oovered by the Student Corduct Code in 
order that the intent of the Code may be properly adnini Etered. 
VI • AJUl)ICIAL REVmi 
krJ student who feels that his rights have been infringed k¥ any final 
decision issued in ~rdance with· this oonduct rode, nay seek judicial 
revie.t as ~cwided for in law. 
VII. SB\lERABU,TTY 
If IIlrJ provision of these procedures is held to be illegal or 
unconstitutional, the renai~ rules shall rsnain valid. 
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UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII 
WILLIAM S. RICHARDSON SCHOOL OF LAW 
CURRENT ACADEMIC REGULATIONS 
I. Records of Academic Performance 
August. 1983 
No oral or written disclosure of any evaluation of a current or 
former student's academic performance shall be made to any person 
not an employee of the University acting in an official capacity, 
without the express consent of the student or former student. 
II. Reguirements for the J.D. Degree (For students entering the School 
beginning in August 1981, or later. Students who entered prior 
to August 1981 should consult prior regulations.) 
The following requirements must be met by students before they are 
entitled to the J.D. degree: 
A. Full-time resident in the School for at least six academic 
seme ster s : 
Full-time residence in a semester shall mean enrollment for 
not less than 12 semester hours which are carried and com-
pleted and for which a grade other than "I" (Incomplete), 
"w" (Withdrawn), "F" or "No Credit" is received, provided 
that 10 credit hours shall constitute full-time study for 
students who have received written permission from the Dean 
or his delegate. Such permission shall be granted only for 
good cause. Partial residency credit may be earned pursuant 
to this rule with the written permission of the Dean or his 
delegate on the basis of the number of hours passed over 12 
(e.g., 8 hours passed = 8/12 = 2/3 semester residency credit). 
In no case may a student earn more than one semester of full-
time residence credit during the academic semester. 
B. Eighty-nine semester credit hours earned (excluding credit hours 
of II Fit , "No Credit", "I II or "W") including a grade of "D" or 
better in all required courses, seminars, practicums and work-
shops. 
C. A cumulative grade point average of: 
1. 2.00 or better in all work taken after the first semester of 
the first year; or 
2. 1.90 or better in all work taken after the first semester of 
the first year plus 74 credit hours of "c" (2.00) or better 
in work taken after the first semester of the first year. 
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D. All required courses, seminars, workshops and practicums, as 
specified in the official Law School Catalog. 
E. In addition, a student must complete the requirements in subpara-
graphs A-D, above, within five years of admission to the School. 
III. Special Projects 
Special Projects include externships, directed study, Law Review, 
Moot Court Team, and Moot Court Board, as well as graduate courses, 
seminars, etc. taken at faculties or institutions outside the School 
of Law at the University of Hawaii. 
No.more than a combined total of 12 credits of Special Projects can 
be credited towards the requirements of the J.D. degree. 
Students on probation cannot earn Special Projects credit during 
their probation period. 
A. Dual Graduate Degrees. Students properly enrolled in and pursu-
ing our J.D. degree and another graduate degree concurrently, a 
dual degree program, may have, with the approval of the Dean or 
his designee secured in advance of earning such outside credit, 
up to 10 hours of credit for the successful completion of work 
in the other graduate degree program counted in the credit hours 
required for the J.D. degree. 
~ 
B. A student not pursuing a dual degree may have, with the approval 
of the Dean or his designee secured in advance of earning such 
outside credit, up to 3 hours of credit for the successful com-
pletion of graduate courses taken outside the Law School counted 
in the credit hours required for the J.D. degree. 
C. For advance approval under paragraphs A and B above, the Dean 
of his designee must be satisfied that the graduate course(s) 
will prove useful and relevant to the student's professional 
legal education or law career and that its content is of a nature 
to justify its substitution for courses offered in the Law School. 
D. For purposes of paragraphs A and B above, "successful completion" 
of the work outside of the Law School shall mean a grade of 
"Credit" or "C" or better. A grade of "Credit" or "c" or better 
shall be counted only as a "Credit" for computing the Law School 
cumulative grade point average. 
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E. Externships. A total of six hours of credit may be earned for 
externships, but only two hours may be earned in anyone area of 
externship. Externships may be taken in the following areas: 
1. Private sector: 2 hours per semester, not to exceed a 
total of 2 hours. 
2. Public sector: 2 hours per semester, not to exceed a total 
of 2 hours. 
3. Judicial sector: 2 hours per semester, not to exceed a 
total of 2 hours. 
Exceptions to the 2-hour limit rule may be granted by the 
Clinical Director, in consultation with the Associate Dean, for 
externships in either the public sector or the judicial sector 
for positions that are deemed to provide exceptional and unique 
educational experiences. In these exceptional circumstances, a 
second semester of 2-hours of credit may be earned. 
No exceptions will be granted for externships in the private 
sector. 
Pacific Island externships are· a special category of externships 
to which the six credit unit does not apply. A student may 
receive up to 14 credits and a full residency semester for work 
during the regular academic year in a Pacific Island country. 
Only one extcrnship will be permitted in anyone semester. 
Students on probatiop may not elect externships. 
Note: Subject to the requirements of the ABA and the School of 
Law that a "full-time student" devote "substantially all 
of his working hours to the study of law," requirements 
A-D would not preclude any student from spending additional 
hours clerking for a firm, agency, or judge. 
F. Directed Study. Members of the full-time faculty shall be 
permitted to supervise up to three students each semester working 
on Directed Study, Law 576V, and either to give normal grades for 
these projects or to award credit/no credit. Such projects shall 
be limited to no more than three credits unless the faculty 
member supervising the projects, on written petition setting 
forth the reasons, secures approval from the faculty to award 
more credit prior to the beginning of the semester in which the 
project is to be undertaken. A decision whether the project 
shall receive a normal grade or credit/no credit shall be made 
by the supervising faculty member and entered into the student's 
record no later than the end of the regular registration period 
for the semester in which the project will be undertaken. 
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IV. Grades 
A. Subject to paragraph C, below, students will be graded in all ~ 
academic work carried for credit in accordance with the follow-
ing system: 
GRADES 
A - Excellent 
B - Good 
C - Satisfactory 
D - Low Pass 
F - No Credit 







Provided, however, in the work taken in the first semester of 
the first year: 
1. No grade information other than "Credit" or "No Credit" shall 
be reported to anyone other than the student and employees of 
the Law School acting in an official capacity. 
2. Except as provided in Section V C, the grade in such work 
shall not be used in determining a student's cumulative 
average for the purpose of Section V and Section II C. 
3. The term "Credit" shall indicate a performance of ltD" (1.00) 
or better. 
B. Grading norms for large classes are set out below to afford each 
instructor a guide to institutional expectation while at the same 
time permitting sufficient flexibility to allow for instructor 
variations and for variations in student performance in different 
courses. The norms are not mandatory but in the event of depar-
ture from the stated range the instructor will be expected to 
justify the departure on inquiry of the Dean or faculty. The 
norms are applicable to course, but not seminar, grades. 
GRADES RANGE 
A - Excellent (4 ) 5 15% 
B - Good (3) 25 45% 
C - Satisfactory (2 ) 40 65% 
D - Low Pass ( 1) 0 20% 
F - No Credit (0 ) 0 10% 
-. 
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C. 
".. .. 
Students wil!" be graded in Special Projects provided for under 
III, above, as well as in courses in the prescribed curriculum 
which are graded on a credit/no credit basis, in accordance with 







Gradp~te ·courses and seminars offered outside the Law School 
shall be graded on the basis of "Credit/No Credit". The 
"Credit" shall indicate a performance of "c" or better. 
Such gra~uate courses shall receive the grade of "Credit" if 
the depa~trnent, school or college grading the course or 
seminar determines that the student has earned a "C" or 
better, or the equivalent according to department, school or 
college criteria" applied to all students taking such graduate 
course or seminar. 
Unless otherwise agreed tq and approved by the faculty or a 
duly designated Law School Committee in advance, an approved 
externship shall be graded on the basis of "Credit/No Credit". 
The term "Credit" shall indicate a performance of "c" or 
better. 
Directed Study shall be graded as provided for in III F, 
above. 
With the permission of the faculty secured by the instructor 
in advance of the commencement of the semester in which the 
cour~~ is offered, for good cause, a course, seminar or work-
shop offered within the prescribed curriculum may be graded 
on the basis of "Credit" or "No Credit". The term "Credit" 
shall indi~:3te a performance of "C" or better. 
Each Law student who enters this School in August 1981, or 
later, may elect to take up to six semester hours (dur~ng 
the entire period of residency") of electives (that are 
normally graded) on a "Credit/No Credit" basis. "Credit" 
will be given to those students earning an equivalent of a 
·'C" or better. "No Credit" will be given to those students 
earning the equivalent of a "D" or "P". No grade will be 
included in a student's grade point average when the "Credit/ 
No Credit" option is elected. If "No Credit" is received by 
the student, the class will not count towards the credits 
needed for graduation. Students selecting this option may 
do so by the end of the add period for classes. 
D. "No Credit" grades shall not count toward residency requirements 
and shall not count in the credit hours required for graduation. 
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E. A faculty member has broad discretion to determine the factors 
(including but not limited to answers to examination, assigned 
written or oral work, class participation and special projects) '. -;. 
to be considered in evaluating student performance, and in deter~ 
mining what weights are assigned to such factors in determining 
grades. Factors which do not bear reasonable relationship or 
relev.ance to the course's educational objectives, or which are not 
reasonably necessary or useful to achieve such objectives, should 
not be considered. 
I f a: l.nstructor intends to consider factors in addi tion to or 
subs~_tution for a final written examination, he or she shall 
notify the students in the course of the factors to be considered 
and the relative weight to be assigned to such factors before the 
end of the first week of classes for that course in the semester 
in which the grade will be awarded and shall submit at that time 
to the administration in writing, the factors and relative weights 
to be assigned to such factors in determining grades for that 
course. 
v. Eligibility to Continue in Residence 
A. Students shall not be eligible to continue in residence beyond 
the end of any semester (except the initial semester of their 
first year) after which the student's cumulative average falls 
below 1.60. 
B. A student who is eligible to continue in residence but whose 
cumulative average at the end of any semester but the initial 
semester of their first year is less than 2.00 but greater than 
1.60 shall be allowed to continue in residence but he or she 
shall be on probation. Unless such student maintains a 2.00 
average on all work taken the next semester, during which he or 
she is on probation, he or she shall be ineligible to continue 
beyond the end of such semester. -
c. A student's cumulative average at the end of the first year, for 
purposes of paragraphs A and B, above, shall be the cumulative 
average for the entire year or the cumulative average for the 
second semester of the first year, whichever is the higher. 
Thereafter a student's grades in the first semester of the first 
year shall not be considered in determining a student's cumula-
tive average. 
D. In computing a student's cumulative average at the end of any 
semester for purposes of paragraphs A, Band C, above,' (III-'s") 
Incompletes shall not be considered unless a grade be substituted 
therefor within three weeks after the end of the final examina-
tion period for the semester in question. 
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E. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a student shall not be eligible 
,.! to continue in residence if the student's GPA for the first 
semester of the first year falls below 1.00. The Legal Method 
Seminar grade shall not be included in the GPA for purposes of 
this paragraph. 
F. A student on probation may not stand for election or appointment 
to or continue to serve on a regular standing Law School or 
University committee. 
G. A student on probation may not earn academic credit for any 
Special Project as described in III, above. 
H. A student on probation shall not be eligible for client repre-
sentation clinical programs which require certification as 
students in good standing under Hawaii Court Rules, e.g. Litiga-
tion Workshop. 
VI. Passing Certain Reguired Seminars and Workshops; Re-enrollment in 
Courses Once Taken 
A. Required Courses, Seminars and Workshops 
Students must earn a grade of liD" or better in all required 
courses, seminars, practicums and workshops. For the purposes of 
applying this rule, the average grade earned in the sequential 
courses required to be taken in the first year (Contracts I & II, 
Civil Procedure I & II, and Torts I & II) will determine whether 
a student has earned a grade of "D" or better. If a student shall 
fail to complete any such required work or shall receive a grade 
of tlF" therein, arrangements .may be made with the instructor for 
opportunity to remedy the default or "F" through repeating said 
work or by performing such other tasks as are determined by the 
instructor. In such case, such work shall be completed or sub-
mitted a: such time as the instructor shall determine but in no 
event la~er than twenty-one (21) days after the last regularly 
scheduled examination at the end of the applicable semester. If 
the default is not remedied or the "F"'removed within said time 
period, the student shall once retake said required seminar, 
practicurn or workshop when next offered. Failure to earn a grade 
of "D" or better after retaking such required course, seminar, 
practicum or workshop shall render the student ineligible to con-
tinue in residency or to graduate. 
B. Re-enrollment in Courses Once Taken 
A student otherwise eligible to continue in residency may once 
re-enrol1 in any course in which he or she obtained the grade 
of "Fir or "011. 
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1. If a student receives a grade of "D" after retaking such 
course, the grade "D" shall be entered on the student's .', 
records with the indication that that said grade was attai~ed ~ 
on re-enrollment and 1.00 shall be entered into the cumula-
tive average. 
If a student receives a grade of "C" or better after retaking 
such course, the grade earned shall be entered on the student's 
record with the indication that said grade was attained on re-
enrollment, but, irrespective of the grade earned, 2.00 shall 
be entered into the cumulative average. In either case, the 
original grade shall remain on the student's record but shall 
not thereafter be used in computing said student's cumulative 
average for purposes of Parts II or V of these regulations. 
2. If a student obtains a grade of less than "D" upon re-
enrollment, no credit shall be given for such work; such 
grade shall be entered on the student's records, but shall 
not be used in computing the student's cumulative average for 
purposes of Parts II or V of these regulations; and the origi-
nal grade shall remain on the record and as part of the 
cumulative average. 
3. If the course in which a student re-enrolls under this rule 
is one which was first taken in the first semester of the 
first year, the grade earned after re-enrollment shall not be 
used in computing said student's cumulative average. Except 
for such courses, the grade earned after re-enrollment may be 
included in computing the total number of hours of "C" or 
better pursuant to II C, above. 
VII. Due Date for Written Work 
In all work in which the grade depends in whole or in part upon a 
written paper or papers, the paper(s) must be presented to the instruc-
tor on or before the final day of the examination period for the 
semester in which the work is taken, or at such earlier time as is 
required by the instructor. Extension of time may be granted at the 
instructor's discretion upon adequate cause shown, if any extension 
is arranged for prior to the due date. An instructor will not be 
required to accept a paper for credit in any case of failure to 
comply with this provision. 
VIII. Auditing 
Auditing is permitted with the permission of the professor. Second-
and third-year students may register to audit.courses. Audited 
courses do not appear on transcripts and do not count towards gradu-
ation requirements. 






A st udent who for ac a demic r eason s is ineligible to continue in 
residence may petition the Law School Petibons Committee in ,,'ri ting 
for a waiver of the rules app l icable to his or her case . The 
Petitions Committee wil l evaluate s uch petitions in accordance with 
t he acade mic standards governing the Law School a nd will act favor -
ab ly on such petitions on ly if the petitione r can demonstrate that 
he or she was subject to ~ xtraord .inary_.c~rc.~msti'l nces and thilt t he 
pe titioner has a strong like lihood of comp]eli~ the Law Schoo l 
p rogram and becoming a compete nt attorney. It is understood in this 
procedure that the overwhelming majority of such peti tions will be 
den i ed . 
Favorable act i on by the Petitions Committee will constitute a fina l 
decision on the pet ition . Unfavorab le action may b e appe aled to the 
f ull faculty by the petitioner. Under such c i rcumstan c es , the ful l 
fa culty will have the a uthority to review the decision and make a 
de novo determination . 
A petitione r has the right to appear in person before the Petitions 
Commi ttee and may bring an associate to assist in the advocacy of the 
petition. If an unfavorable decision by the Petitions Committee is 
appealed to the full faculty, the petitioner may appear (with an 
associate advocate) at the discretion of the fu ll f acul ty . 
Petitions to the Petitions Committee must be submitt ed in writing 
through the Assoc i ate Dean. To be considered f or readmissio n, the 
pet i tioner must submit the petiti on a t l e ast two calendar weeks 
pr i or to the beg inning of the semester in which readmission is sought . 
X. Examinations 
A. A student who is enrolled in a course in which an examination 
B. 
or examinations are given will be required to take s a id e xamina -
tion(s) at its or their regularly scheduled time . Failure to 
hand in an e xaminat ion paper will r e sult in the award of an "F " 
grade for courses taken for a grade or in the award of "No 
Credit" for cour ses taken on a "Credit/No Credit" basis . 
Exceptions to this provis i on may be granted only i n the case of 
illness, accident of other such cause by prior arrangement with 
the Dean or his designee. 
Fi al examinat ions will be graded anonymously. The system 
by thi s is done will be designed by the administration a nd 
time to time r eviewed by the faculty. 
where -
from 
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XI. Procedures for Review of Final Grades 
A. Each instructor will, on request, discuss the final grade assigned 
to the work of any student in the instructor's course, seminar, or 
practicum. 
B. If, after the review provided in paragraph A above the student 
believes that his or her grade was the produ~t of a~ abuse of 
professorial discretion, amounting to arbitrariness, bias or 
other serious unfairness, the student may submit his or her 
allegations to the Dean, in writing, along with a description 
of any and all evidence which sustains the student's burden of 
proving such allegations. 
c. Upon receipt of the allegations of abuse or discretion, as 
provided in paragraph B, above, the Dean shall attempt to inves-
tigate the grievance and resolve it by conciliation. In conduct-
ing his .or her investigation (s)he may utilize such faculty 
assistance· as (s)he deems appropriate. 
D. If conciliation, as provided above, fails, and if the Dean finds 
probable cause to believe that the final grade is the product of 
arbitrariness, bias or other serious unfairness, he will con-
vene the faculty to conduct an investigation according to 
procedures which are appropriate to the nature and complexity of 
the allegations. Such procedures shall afford due process to both 
the student and instructor and shall conform to applicable 
University rules and regulations. 
E. If conciliation, as provided above in paragraph C, fails, and if 
the Dean does not find probable c?use to believe that the final 
grade is the product of arbitrariness, bias, or other serious 
unfairness, he shall report the findings of his investigation and 
the results of his efforts at conciliation, along with the 
charges, to the faculty which may, on its own motion, conduct an 
investigation as set forth in paragraph D, above. 
F. After formal investigation, the faculty shall submit its findings 
and recommendations, in writing, to the Dean. 
G. The Dean shall, after receipt of findings and recommendations of 
the faculty made pursuant to the hearing conducted under paragraphs 
D or E, above, take whatever corrective action is necessary, if 
any, in conformity with such findings and recommendations and shall 
promptly report his or her action to the grievant and the faculty. 
H. Nothing in this rule shall preclude any aggrieved student from 
utilizing other procedures provided by University rules and regu-
lations. 
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XII. glagiarism 
,. 
- For purposes of this rule, "plagiarism" is the presentation of the 
work or ideas of another as one's own, without specific acknowledge-
ment of source and enclosure in quotation marks where appropriate. 
In cases of plagiarisms contained in any work submitted for credit, 
the faculty may impose such sanction as it deems appropriate up to 
and including permanent suspension. 
Prior to the determination by the faculty of the commission of the 
offense of plagiarism, the student shall be given the opportunity of 
a hearing before the faculty and be permitted to offer evidence or 
explanation. The student may, if he or she wishes, be permitted the 
advice and presence of counsel of choice at such hearing but at his 
or her own expense. 
The Community Standards. of the University adopted by the Board of 
Regents on March 25, 1969, as from time to time amended, are adopted 
by reference and shall control to the extent the rule herein is 
inconsistent with said standards. 
XIII. Transfer Credits 
For the purpose of paragraph II, subparagraphs A and B, credit may 
be granted for work done outside the Law School in other accredited 
law schools subject to prior approval of the Associate Dean. 
XIV~ Miscellaneous 
A. Part-time employment. 
The Law School curriculum and schedule have been planned to engage 
law students in the study of law on a full-time basis. A "full-
time student" is one who devotes substantially all of his or her 
working hours to the study of law. Pre-admiss.ion and first-year 
students should not take part-time employment. Outside employ-
ment or other activities may seriously lower the educational 
value of the Law School program. 
In certain circumstances, second- and third-year students who 
have strong academic records may find part-time employment com-
patible with their legal studies, e.g., by clerking at a law firm. 
In no' event should this exceed approximately 15 hours weekly. 
Students are reminded that academic standards of the School of 
Law are not altered to take into account demands imposed by out-
side employment. 
The Law School's Student Placement Office provides information 
about part-time legal work and the University maintains informa-
tion about other jobs. 
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B. Requirements of regular and punctual attendance. 
"Full-time study shall mean registration for a minimum of 12 . ',. 
credit hours of study per semester, plus regular and punctual 
attendance at scheduled class meetings. The latter requirement 
is based on the premise that the instructional program can only 
realize its full potential with active participation by all 
members of the Law School community." 
"Subject to limitations imposed by accrediting institutions of 
the Universi'ty of Hawaii, the faculty may permit exceptions to 
certain of the above requirements in individual cases for reason 
of illness, family emergency, and the like. 1t 
c. Dismissal, rule violations. 
"Upon due notice and a fair hearing consistent with. law and 
University regulations, the faculty may dismiss from Law School 
any student who engages in conduct which violates applicable 
rules of law or University regulations, including those of the 
Law School." 
xv. Application and Amendment of Regulations 
These regulations shall apply for the academic year 1973-74 and 
thereafter. Amendments to these regulations may be adopted by the 
faculty from time to time and shall be binding at its discretion on 
all students from the date of adoption; provided, however, that no 
such amendment shall apply to the prejudice of any student enrolled 
in the School at the time of adoption as to credit and cumulative 
average requirements for graduation. 




FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII 
PRE-ADMISSION TO LAW SCHOOL PROGRAM 
(Revised June, 1980) 
The Academic Regulations of the University of Hawaii School of 
Law dated effective 0.8-01-78 and any amendments officially adopted by 
the faculty of the University of Hawaii School of Law thereafter are the 
academic regulations of the University of Hawaii Pre-Admission to Law 
School Program. In addition, the academic regulations for the Pre-
Admission Program are as the faculty of the University of Hawaii School 
of Law may from time to time adopt or amend specifically for the Pre-
Admission Program and shall be binding at its discretion on all students 
in the Pre-Admission Program from the.date of adoption. Any conflict 
between the academic regulations for the University of Hawaii School of 
Law generally, and provisions adopted specifically for the Pre-Admission 
Program shall be resolved by having the provisions specifically adopted 
for the Pre-Admission Program control. 
Provisions adopted by the faculty of the University of Hawaii 
School of Law specifically for the Pre-Admission Program are: 
I.· Reguirements for Admission to the University of Hawaii School of Law 
A. Required Courses 
1. Regular First-Year Courses. Each Pre-Admission student shall 





Legal Research - 1 cr. 
Contracts I - 3 cr. 
Civil Procedure I - 2 cr. 
Each Pre-Admission student shall enroll in the following 
regular first-year courses in the spring semester: 
Law 510: Contracts II - 3 cr. 
Law 517: Civil Procedure II - 4 cr. 
2. Pre-Admission Seminar. Each Pre-Admission student shall also 
enroll in Law 501-502 (Pre-Admission Seminar - 4 cr.) in each 
semester. 
3. Tutorials. In addition, each Pre-Admission student shall 
enroll in Law 5l6L (Civil Procedure Tutorial - I cr.) and 
Law 509L (Contracts Tutorial - 1 cr.) during the fall semester, 
and Law 5l7L (Civil Procedure Tutorial - 1 cr.) and Law 510L 
(Contracts Tutorial - 1 cr.) during the spring semester. 
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B. Grading 
1. P~e-Admission students will be tested and graded with regulap 
f1rst-year students, and on the same basis, in the first-
year courses in which they are enrolled. 
2. The Pre-Admission Seminar and the Tutorials shall be graded 
"Credit" or "No Credit". "Credit" shall be awarded to 
students who: 
a. Regularly and punctually attend Pre-Admission Seminar 
and Tutorial meetings. Absences shall not exceed a 
total of three per semester. Additional absences may be 
permitted by ,the Associate Dean, but only for reasons of 
compelling health or other personal emergencies; 
b. Substantially comply with all requirements, assignments, 
re~assignments, and deadlines therefor established by 
the' Seminar Leader and the Tutorial Leader. 
3. A Pre-Admission student may not take an "I" (Incomplete) in 
any course or seminar. A grade of "F" 'shall be entered in 
the event a student refuses to take an examination or fails 
to meet the requirements of B.2., above. 
C. Standards for Continuing in Residency and Admission to the School 
of Law 
1. Pre-Admission students must achieve a GPA of 1.00 or better 
in all course work (excluding the Pre-Admission Seminar) 
taken in the first semester and must receive "Credit" for 
the Pre-Admission Seminar in order to be admitted to the 
second semester. 
2. A student who achieves a "Credit" in the Pre-Admission Seminar 
and a GPA of 2.60 or better in the first semester of his or 
her Pre-Admission year shall be admitted to the School of Law 
in the second semester. 
3~ A student who receives credit for the 'Pre-Admission Seminar 
and the Tutorials in,both semesters, and who: 
a. Receives a GPA of 2.00 or better for all course work 
taken in the second semester, or 
b. Receives a cumulative GPA of 2.00 or better for all 
course work taken in ~le first and second semesters 
shall be admitted to the School of Law. 
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4. A student who receives credit for the Pre-Admis~·~ion Seminar 
and the Tutorials in both semesters, and who: 
a. Receives a GPA between 1.60 and 1.99 for all course work 
taken in the second semester, or 
b. Receives a cumulative GPA between 1.60 and 1.99 for all 
course work taken in the first and second semesters 
shall be admitted to the School of Law on probation. 
5. A student who fails to receive a "Credit" for the Pre-
Admission Seminar in the second semester or who: 
a. Receives a GPA of less than 1.60 for all work taken in 
the second semester, and 
b. Receives a cumulative GPA of less than 1.60 for all 
course work taken in the first and second semesters 
shall not be admitted to the School of Law. 
6. For Pre-Admission students, the only "blind" semesters 
(where grades are recorded on a "Credit/No Credit" bc.:3is) 
are those semesters while the student is a Pre-Admission 
student. If a student matriculates into the regular program 
(by virtue of obtaining 2.60 average) after one semester, 
then only that first semester will be "Credit/No Credit" and 
all others will be graded. If a student matriculates into 
the regular program after completing the minimums for the 
full Pre-Admission year, then that Pre-Admission year will 
be "Credit/No Credit" and all others will be graded. 
7. For purposes of determining whether a former Pre-Admission 
student has met the minimum requirements to remain in school 
after the first full "regular" semester, (i.e., 2.00 to remain 
in good standing, 1.60 to remain on probation), the student's 
"cumulative average" will be either: 
a. The cumulative average for that first full "regular" 
semester, or 
b. The cumulative average for all courses taken during the 
first full "regular" semester plus the actual grades 
earned during the student's Pre-Admission semester or 
year, 
whichever is higher. 
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II. Admission to the School of Law 
Except as provided in paragraph I.C.2., above, admission to the~Sc~dol 
of Law is valid only for the first-year class beginning in the fall 
semester immediately following student's Prc-Admissi on yc'ar. 
III. Credit and Graduation Requirements 
A. Students admitted to the School of Law after a single Pre-
Admission semester, pursuant to paragraph I.C.2., above, 
1. Shall have the six hours of regular first-year Law School 
courses taken during the Pre-Admission semester considered 
as a full first semester academic load for purposes only of 
paragraph V.C. of the University of Hawaii School of Law 
Academic Regulations. No additional Law School courses may 
be treated as if taken during the first semester of the first 
year. 
2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, such student must obtain a 
cumulative GPA of 2.00 or better in all Law School courses 
taken after the Pre-Admission semester up to a total of 89 
hours needed to graduate (excluding hours of "F", "No Credit", 
"I" or "W"l including a grade of "0" or better in all 
required seminars, practicums and workshops. 
The regular Law School courses taken and passed with a grade 
of ltD" or better during the Pre-Admission semester shall 
~ count toward the 89 hours needed to graduate and shall be 
treated as "Credit" on the student'S transcript. No credit 
for the J.D. degree will be given for a "Credit" received in 
a Pre-Admission Seminar or for the Tutorials. 
3. A student shall enroll in all first-year courses and seminars 
not. taken during the Pre-Admission semester except that such 
student may not take the second semester Legal Method Seminar 
immediately upon admission to the School of Law but shall 
begin the Legal Method Seminar sequence the following fall 
semester. A student may not enroll in Contracts II in the 
spring semester of admission to Law School unless he has 
received a grade of "0" or better in Contracts I' during the 
Pre-Admission semester. 
4. A student admitted to the School of Law pursuant to I.C.2., 
above, may take, with the consent of the Associate Dean, 
upper division law courses in any semester in which such 
student is also completing regular first-year requirements. 
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5. The Pre-Admission semester shall not count toward the 
requirement of six semesters in residence. The S-year 
period within which a student must complete law studies 
commences with the spring semester immediately following the 
Pre-Admission semester. 
B. A student admitted to the School of Law pursuant to paragraph 
I.C.3. or I.C.4., above, 
1. Must obtain a cumulative GPA of 2.00 or better in all Law 
School courses taken after the Pre-Admission year up to a 
total of 89 hours needed to graduate (excluding hours of "F", 
IINo Credit", III" or "W") including a grade of "DII or better 
in all required seminars, practicurns and workshops. The 
regular Law School courses taken and passed with a grade of 
"C" or better during the Pre-Admission year shall count to-
ward the 89 hours needed to graduate and shall be treated as 
"Credit" on the student's transcript. No credit for the J.D. 
degree will be given for a credIt received in a Pre-Admission 
Seminar or for the Tutorials. . 
2. A student shall enroll in all first-year courses and seminars 
not taken during the Pre-Admission year. and in all courses 
in which the student received a "D" (1.00) or lower during 
the Pre-Admission year. 
The grades in Civil Procedure I and II and in Contracts I 
and II shall be averaged for the purposes of this rule.' That 
is, a student must ~eceive a cumulative GPA greater than 1.00 
for the six hours in each subject; otherwise, the entire sub-
ject, Parts I and II, must be repeated. 
In the case of a student who must repeat a course because of 
a grade of liD" or "F" in the Pre-Admission year, the grade 
earned on repeating the course shall be the only grade includ-
ed in the student's GPA thereafter for that course. 
3. Pre-Admission semesters shall not count in' the six semesters 
of residency required in the School of Law; the S-year period 
within which a student must complete his or her studies 
commences with the first fall semester following the student's 
Pre-Admission year. 
4. A student admitted to the School of Law pursuant to I.C.3. 
or I.C.4., above, may take with the consent of the Associate 
Dean, upper division law courses in any semester in which 
such student is also completing regular first-year require-
ments. 
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IV. Probation 
A student admitted to the regular first-year class on probation must 
earn a 1.75 GPA in the first semester of the first year in order to 
continue in residence. 
v. Records of Academic Performance 
Confidentiality of a Pre-Admission student's record of academic 
performance shall be stated in the School of Law's Academic Regula-
tions. 
VI. Petitions for Admission 
A Pre-Admission student who for academic or other reasons is ineli-
gible for admission to the University of Hawaii School of Law may 
petition the Dean and faculty in writing for a waiver of the rules 
applicable to his or her case. Such a petition may be approved, 
subject to such conditions, requirements and limitations as the Dean 
and faculty may in their di'scretion consider appropriate provided 
the circumstances are such as to convince them that further trial is 
likely to result in success. 
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